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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (HONG KONG – April 20, 2018):
Tang Contemporary art is proud to announce the opening of a solo exhibition “Respect” in collaboration with VNH gallery
and GALLERIA CONTINUA, for renowned artist of the Arte Povera movement Michelangelo Pistoletto that will be shown at
H Queen’s gallery space from May 10, 2018 to June 16, 2018. This exhibition presents a series of installations “Respect
(2016)” and “South China Sea - Love Difference (2005)” brought to Hong Kong from Paris and Italy will be first major
appearance of this widely known Italian master in Asia.
In October 20th 2016, Pistoletto staged a spectacular performance in Paris, where the artist used a wooden hammer to
smash mirrors and invited the audience to participate in exposing the hidden message behind each mirror. The installation
is called “Respect” as after being shattered, each mirror exposed the word “respect” in one out of 23 languages. If some
people explain the multiplicity of languages as the fruit of divine intervention intended to "confound" disrespectful
humankind (cf. the myth of the Tower of Babel), here they unite to promote, in a symphony of vivid colors, a fundamental
value that knows no borders.
For Pistoletto, these mirrors are at
once a reflection of tangible
realities stemming from personal
contemplations and vectors to the
unexplored and the new that
allows both audience and space
become one part. First time in
Yokohama Triennale in 2008, a
performance called Seventeen Less
One (2008), then in the theme
exhibition at the Venice Biennale in
2009, Pistoletto smashed several
large mirrors with a wooden
hammer, and during the process of
destruction, he maintained a false
sense of beauty, forcing people to
shatter
individualism
and
"Respect", VNH Gallery, 2016
narcissism to reach for something
else, and toward others. The
concept of "respect" is also born of listening and reaching out to others. In 2003 Pistoletto won Venice Biennale’s Golden
Lions for Lifetime Achievement with the “Love Difference Table” series, a signature symbol of respect and love to others.
The installation “Respect” originates in France. The artist believes that the French first created the values of humanism in
history and proposed the views on freedom, equality, fraternity, and respect for the rights of others. (Declaration on
Human Rights and Civil Rights, Article 4, 1789). In the era of globalization, the world entered a phase in which successive
tragedies and the ensuing debates have tended to encourage disengagement and sectarianism, or even the rejection of
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others. Artist uses broken mirrors and the myth of the "Tower of Babel" to invite Hong Kong audiences to reflect on the
current world tendencies. "Art is the science that best reflects the human condition. Human beings make mistakes—their
energy drives them to make mistakes—but art allows them to rise above their errors, understand them and strive for a
better life."
Special acknowledgments to GALLERIA CONTINUA and VNH Gallery for their support.

Yokohama Triennale, 'Seventeen Less One', 2008
Courtesy MOMA Collection, New York and GALLERIA CONTINUA,
San Gimignano

Artist will be available for email interviews. Please contact us in advance for scheduling.

ABOUT ARTIST
Michelangelo Pistoletto was born in Biella in 1933. He began to exhibit his work in 1955. An inquiry into self-portraiture
characterizes his early work. In the two-year period 1961-1962 made the first Mirror Paintings, which directly include the viewer
and real time in the work, and open up perspective, reversing the Renaissance perspective that had been closed by the twentieth
century avant-gardes. These works quickly brought Pistoletto international acclaim, leading, in the sixties, to one-man shows in
important galleries and museums in Europe and the United States. The Mirror Paintings are the foundation of his subsequent
artistic output and theoretical thought. In 1965 and 1966 he produced a set of works entitled “Minus Objects”, considered
fundamental to the birth of Arte Povera, an art movement of which Pistoletto was an animating force and a protagonist. In 1978,
in a show in Turin, Pistoletto defined two main directions his future artwork would take: “Division and Multiplication of the Mirror”
and “Art Takes On Religion”.
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In 2003, he won the Venice Biennale’s Golden Lion for Lifelong Achievement. In 2007, in Jerusalem, he received the Wolf
Foundation Prize in the Arts, “for his constantly inventive career as an artist, educator and activist whose restless intelligence has
created prescient forms of art that contribute to fresh understanding of the world.” In 2013 the Louvre in Paris hosted his
personal exhibition “Michelangelo Pistoletto, année un - le paradis sur terre”. In this same year, he received the Praemium
Imperiale for painting, in Tokyo. In 2016, he exhibited his works in Havana, Cuba, at the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, with a
great retrospective Exhibition. In 2017 the artist participates at the collateral event of 57 Venice Biennial with the exhibition “One
and One makes Three” at the San Giorgio Maggiore abbey complex in Venice. In 2018, Tang Contemporary Art Hong Kong is going
to bring his solo exhibition “Respect” that will be his first major appearance in Asia.

ABOUT TANG CONTEMPORARY ART
Tang Contemporary Art was established in 1997 in Bangkok, later establishing galleries in Beijing and most recently Hong Kong.
The gallery is fully committed to producing critical projects and exhibitions to promote Contemporary Chinese art regionally and
worldwide, and encourage a dynamic exchange between Chinese artists and those abroad. Acting as one of the most progressive
and critically driven exhibition spaces in China, the gallery strives to initiate dialogue between artists, curators, collectors and
institutions working both locally and internationally. A roster of groundbreaking exhibitions has earned them international
recognition, establishing their status as a pioneer of the contemporary art scene in Asia.
Tang Contemporary Art represents leading figures in Chinese art including Ai Weiwei, Huang Yong Ping, Shen Yuan, Wang Du, Liu
Xiaodong, Yang Jiechang, Xia Xiaowan, Sun Yuan & Peng Yu, Yan Lei, Wang Yin, Wang Yuping, Yang Jiang Group, Guo Wei, Zheng
Guogu, Michael Lin, Lin Yilin, H. H. Lim, He An, Zhao Zhao, Wang Yuyang, Weng Fen, Yang Yong, Xu Qu, Xu Xiaoguo, Ji Zhou, Cai Lei,
Ling Jian and Chen Wenbo, additionally collaborating with international artists such as Rirkrit Tiravanija, Navin Rawanchaikul,
Sakarin Krue-on, and Michael Zelehoski.

Tang Contemporary Art
10th Floor, 80 Queen’s Road Central, Central, Hong Kong
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Michelangelo Pistoletto - Respect
米開朗基羅 • 皮斯特萊托 - 尊重
5.10 - 6.16, 2018

Entrance 入口

1

RESPECT(Chinese)
尊重（中文）

7

RESPECT(Yiddish)
尊重（意第緒語）

13 RESPECT(Vietnamese)
尊重（越南語）

19 RESPECT(Arabic)
尊重（阿拉伯語）

2

RESPECT(Telugu)
尊重（泰盧固語）

8

RESPECT(Russian)
尊重（俄語）

14 RESPECT(Bengali)
尊重（孟加拉語）

20 RESPECT(Korean)

3

RESPECT(English)
尊重（英語）

9

RESPECT(French)
尊重（法語）

15 RESPECT(Thai)
尊重（泰語）

21 RESPECT(German)
尊重（德語）

4

RESPECT(Turkish)
尊重（土耳其語）

10 RESPECT(Portuguese)
尊重（葡萄牙語）

16 RESPECT(Polish)
尊重（波蘭語）

22 RESPECT(Spanish)
尊重（西班牙語）

5

RESPECT(Italian)
尊重（義大利語）

11 RESPECT(Armenian)
尊重（亞美尼亞語）

17 RESPECT(Punjabi)
尊重（旁遮普語）

23 RESPECT(Hindi)
尊重（印地語）

6

RESPECT(Japanese)
尊重（日語）

12 RESPECT(Greek)
尊重（希臘語）

18 RESPECT(Javanese)
尊重（爪哇語）

1 - 23 鏡子，上色木材及鍍金框架
Mirror, colored wood, gilded frame
250 x 150 cm
2016

尊重（韓語）

24 South China Sea ‒ Love Diﬀerence
南中國海 - 愛情差異
鏡子及木材
Mirror and wood
50 x 370 x 510 cm
2015

